EXPECTATION CASE STUDY

The Slow Writer
A third year graduate student in my group is adept at performing experiments and analyzing data, but is a very slow writer. Last fall, I set multiple deadlines that this graduate student missed, while another student in my group wrote an entire thesis chapter, submitted a paper, and did experiments. Over winter break, the slow writer had a breakthrough and produced a fairly reasonable draft of a prelim proposal. However, because she produced it so close to the (planned) prelim date and did not have the presentation ready either, so I delayed the exam. To avoid delays in publications, I have taken the lead in writing manuscripts based on her work. However, to graduate with a PhD, I realize that she must write the dissertation, as well as the next manuscripts, herself. Setting deadlines for detailed outlines, manuscript/thesis sections, figures, etc. hasn’t worked. Communicating the importance of manuscripts to the scientific endeavor hasn’t worked. Encouragement hasn’t worked. Veiled threats don’t seem professional. Other than being patient, what should I do?

Questions for discussion:
1. What are the main themes raised in this case study?
2. What could have been done to avoid this situation? What should the mentor do now? What should the mentee do now?
3. How do you find out what expectations your mentee has of you and for their research experience?